EIO – Editoria Italiana Online
Italian research publications in electronic format

EIO is a selection of digital publications from over 90 of the most prestigious Italian academic publishers. With over 7275 e-books and 180 e-journals, EIO offers a representative section of Italian scholarly publishing in the Humanities and Social Sciences.

FLEXIBILITY, EASE OF ACCESS
EIO is accessible through www.torrossa.it, alongside other Casalini Libri digital content.
Casalini Libri offers libraries the option of creating a customised collection, choosing titles from among the publications available on the Torrossa platform. Customised collections are available for a minimum of 100 monographic titles or 25 journals.

2013 COLLECTIONS

Interdisciplinary collections
- EIO Complete
- EIO Premier
- EIO Core
- EIO Basic
- EIO Periodicals
- EIO Periodicals integration
- EIO Monographs

Subject-based collections
- EIO Italian Studies
- EIO Language and Literature
- EIO History
- EIO Social Sciences
- EIO Law
- EIO Architecture

Core Collections
- EIO Core Art
- EIO Core Language and Literature
- EIO Core Cinema and Theatre
- EIO Core Cultural Studies

Mono-publisher collections
- EIO - École Française de Rome
- Franco Angeli Online
- Fabrizio Serra Editore e-journal collection

LICENSE
EIO collections are handled on an annual subscription basis.
Subscribers acquire permanent access to titles purchased. Archives and back issues are included in the cost of the first year’s subscription, while the renewal price for subsequent years is based upon new content only.
Should the subscription be cancelled, permanent access to all purchased content is guaranteed. A minimal annual maintenance fee is charged to cover technical costs.

ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE
In order to guarantee the quality and relevance of the EIO collections, new content is added during the course of the year and until the collection reaches the number of titles foreseen for the subscription period.
Subscribers will receive frequent notifications informing of new additions to the catalogue.
Libraries may add single titles available in Torrossa to subscribed collections.

CONTACTS
For additional details regarding the Torrossa full text platform, subscription prices, catalogues and to activate a month’s free trial period, please contact us at torrossa@casalini.it.